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Information about the treasury notes of 1858 is avail-
able, but there is no record of surviving pieces. It is
no wonder, since only $700 was outstanding according to
U.S. Treasury records of June 30, 1896. Knox does not
describe the two larger denominations, the $500 and
$1,000 notes—authorized, but perhaps not issued—and
only graphically shows the wording that appeared on
the third denomination, the $100 note; and no mention
is made of the vignettes or the bank note company which
engraved these notes. However, the proof illustrated
here removes the mystery concerning the design for the
$100 treasury note of 1858.

the following decade, 2,598,214 immigrants, many of
them Irish and German, fled their homelands to seek
employment in the expanding "New World." They
found it, however many industrialists took advantage of
this cheap immigrant labor. It was now the mid 1850s,
and those immigrants who had arrived here during the
preceding years were now eligible to vote, which created
a vehement anti-foreign attitude among the native born.

There was a threat of Southern secession, which
would be carried out when the United States entered
the next decade. Slavery had been abolished in the

Design Uncovered for the $100 1858 U.S. Treasury Note
By Gene Hessler, NLG

From the time of the adoption of the Constitution in
1787 until the end of the Mexican War in 1848, ap-
proximately 20 Congressional Acts were passed author-
izing the issue of treasury notes. The last of these was
the Act of January 28, 1847, under which $23,000,000
in treasury notes were issued to finance the Mexican
War. An additional $5,000,000 in treasury notes were
issued later under the preceding Act of July 22, 1846.
(There were three earlier issues under this act.) All
but $200,000 had been redeemed by July 1, 1850.

Although the United States now seemed to be in a
sound financial position, this was the lull before the
storm. The census of 1850 revealed that the population
of the United States had grown to 23.191.876. During

north by the Missouri Compromise in 1820, but in 1854
the Kansas-Nebraska Bill repealed the decision. The
Dred Scott Case of 1856-57 created more tension in the
north.

From 1850 to 1857 foreign imports exceeded exports
by more than $300,000,000, and all but $50,000,000 was
covered by net exports of specie. The year 1857 was
the culmination of heavy banking interests in railway
construction, interest so great that most bank funds were
"locked-into" these investments, and they were unable to
satisfy demands for commercial discounts. Those who
held private banknotes scrambled to redeem them, and
5.100 resultant hank failures were recorded. "Prices
of :locks, breadstuffs, and other commodities fell ruin
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50 centavo note date January 1875, of Bolivia utilizes a version of the Prince of Wales vignette found on the $100 U. S.
Treasury note.

ously, imports diminished immediately, many cargoes
being returned without landing."'

Once again it was time to issue treasury notes, the
type which had saved the U.S. Government from ruin
during the War of 1812, the Panic of 1837, and other
periods of distress. On December 23, 1857, a law was
passed authorizing $100, $500 and $1,000 treasury
notes; these could be reissued, but not more than
$20,000,000 could be outstanding at one time. The
total emission under this Act was $52,778,900 including
reissues, the last of which were issued on January 1,
1859. The majority of these treasury notes were issued
with written interest rates of 4 1/2 , 5, 51/2 and 6%, al-
though some bore interest rates as low as 3%. "The
reason for the great variety of written interest rates . .
was the bidding system. The notes were let for bids
from bankers, investors and others on Wall Street, who
were expected to subscribe to certain sums of principal
value at a certain percent. It was to the bankers' ad-
vantage to bid for notes at the highest interest rate; it
was in the Treasury's interest to move them at the lowest
ate possible." 2

For years it was assumed the engraving company
which produced this issue was Rawdon, Wright, Hatch
& Edson, the company which had engraved many of the
earlier treasury notes, although Murray, Draper & Fair-
man did engrave those of 1814 and 1815. We can now
see that it was Toppan, Carpenter & Co., which can be
traced back to 1829 when Charles Toppan, engraver and
printer opened his shop at 28 Sansom Street in Phila-
delphia. During the years before 1858, other names
were for a time added to the company name of Toppan,
those of Draper, Longacre and Casilear, to mention the
most prominent.

Of seven companies, Toppan, Carpenter & Co. was

one of the four major companies to unite and form the
American Bank Note Company on April 29, 1858.
Charles Toppan, whose career as an engraver began in
London, England, in 1819, was unanimously elected as
the president of the newly formed company.

Now that we know which engraving company printed
the heretofore unknown design, we should take a closer
look at the individual vignettes. The engraver of the
eagle titled E Pluribus U num is unknown to me; how-
ever, this engraving originally prepared by Toppan,
Carpenter & Co. was later used on the $10 demand notes
of 1861 and the legal tender notes of 1862 and 1863
which were produced by the American Bank Note Com-
pany for the United States Treasury.

The allegorical female figure of Union on the left of
the 1858 treasury note was engraved by Alfred Jones;
the background for this figure is the work of J. D.
Smillie. This same engraving was used numerous times
on various state bank notes. The illustrated note from
Missouri bears the complete engraving which had been
cropped for the $100 treasury note so as not to interfere
with its border and lettering.

The central vignette of a Revolutionary soldier, the
symbolic figure of Liberty, and two Indians contem-
plating a bust of Washington is the work of an engraver
or engravers who are still unknown to me.

Although I have been unable to establish who en-
graved the figure of the young lad on the right, I have
been able to identify him as the Prince of Wales. A
portion of this same figure was later used on a 50
centavo note of Bolivia. Here is another example of a
Toppan, Carpenter & Co. engraving being used later by
the American Bank Note Company. For those who
might be interested, the prancing horse, which I have



The allegorical figure of Union appears "uncropped" on this $5 note issued by the Southern Bank of St. Louis.
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The security paper used for this $50 interest bearing note is very similar to that of the $100 Treasury note.

been told is titled Horse on (the) Prairie, was engraved
by H. S. Beckwith in 1862.

The overall color of the $100 note bearing the
vignettes just described, is a light brown with black
print.

If you look very closely at the paper on which the
$100 treasury note is printed, you will see repeated ovals
throughout. If this note was issued on this type of
paper, it is the only note known to be issued on security
paper, by the U.S. government. At least on one other
occasion a private bank note company prepared a
proof note on security paper for the U.S. Treasury: I
refer to the $50 interest bearing note issued under the
act of March 3, 1863. Illustrated, you will see this note
on paper somewhat similar to the 1858 treasury note;
however. this same $50 note was issued on non-security
paper.

So until we have further proof, we cannot identify the
type of paper used for the 1858 treasury note, but we
have been able to confirm the design of this heretofore
unknown note.

Although the amount is minuscule, $700 for the entire
issue is still outstanding. Perhaps an issued $100
treasury note of 1858 remains in hiding, waiting to he
discovered.
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